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Pier 46 Ruins, September 3, 1983

An old Kodachrome slide of a collapsed pier. A fire burns, just as
a fire burns again. And as a fire
started to burn. Smoking ruins.
Corrugated walls with old bluegreen paint turned black next to red
flashes of rust slow burned in. Contained within a quickly constructed
hoarding.
Behind me and then again in front of
me. Again and again. Repeating not
so much for me, but for the sake.
The numbered piers going up the
westside. Astroturf lawns on new
concrete piers. The astropolitics of
death. The necropolitics of gentrification.
This place was never empty but any
place I’ll move will be stalked with
at least one genocide. Remembering
that the fact of death’s capacity for haunting has less to do with
death and all to do with the regret
I feel for living.

The new pier is all about fitness
and I can’t imagine what I could
work out there. Haunting me and it
hurts to imagine. I remember that I
took a picture there, legs spread,
and I let the new tower down the
street fuck me. Why can’t we claim
all history as holy negative and
live for a time in the truth that we
were always among history?
I remember a morning when all I
could see was water. It was in the
afternoon and the paper-thin wall
that kept me from those four or five
bridges or maybe it is six.These are
not rivers. They flow like rivers
and move like the ocean. They are
empty now.
On a roof deck on top of an old
factory down under and down by that
river or bay. There’s a roof deck
now, where compressed wood benches
hold up wavering plants against the
hard blowing winds. These once busy
waters now screamed with the one or
two boats we saw. Nothing comes and
goes from here.

Nothing quite feels the same when
it’s empty, though. Of course,
it’s nice to see the space between.
There’s nothing quite as uninteresting as someone who wasn’t there
trying to remember. Rather we could
offer our perception of absence as
the proper other to memory. I do
not know except that I cannot see.
I cannot know except that I do not
see. I know not to do that which I
can expect not to see.
Nostalgia remains a private feeling.
I do not feel that I am home here,
and looking in the return and I do
not find myself here. Nostalgia remains a private feeling. The pain of
coming back—how can we feel this if
it’s our first time, how can we feel
together with the pain of returning
to someone else’s pain.

No one asked me to remember. Clear
gate. Blessed waters are taken by
settlers. Blessed water consecrated
with those thrown in. The dock as
a suspension of drowning. Walking
on water. God fuck it. We walk on a
forest of piers. We walk on fucking
water.
None gave me time to remember and no
one asked me to recall that which I
can’t. I do know that we walked on
water then. A forest of wood piers.
Atop the canopy.
We walked like birds on the water.
On the trees. We could not forget
this.

Cruising the piers but this time
it’s looking at people on back in
the city watching them appear in a
grid that hides the brick and gypsum walls which keep them from each
other. The plot is an invitation to
imagine the collapse as a possible
entry point towards old and now new
geographies of sexual desire.
When white gay men, like me, lament
the piers are gone and when people
who look like me aren’t sad that new
laws shut down craigslist.

Again it’s not time to dwell on
whether this was new for you to have
written something. Not quite sure
what is new here.

Virgil B/G Taylor, 2018

Pier 46, November 18, 1979

Jonathan Weinberg
For Frank

This picture by Frank Hallam reminds me that the reason I kept coming
back to the piers in the late 1970s and 80s wasn’t really about the sex.
There were so many places in New York City to have anonymous encounters
back then—public toilets, dirty movie theaters, bath houses and the back
room of bars. It was the extraordinary buildings, with their maze-like
spaces, and incredible river views that drew me to the waterfront, not
the chance for me to get off. Frank’s picture perfectly captures how the
windows and collapsing scaffoldings of the abandoned terminal buildings
framed and gridded out the things that were happening on the piers,
whether it was sex, or the sun setting.
Of course, I was intrigued by the fact that men cruised for sex in the
pier buildings, and that sometimes you could see, in broad daylight, guys
fucking. It was exciting to be wondering around in such a clandestine
place. Merely standing in these boarded up buildings on the docks was
trespassing, and I knew that I was risking arrest or being physically
accosted. And yet, I don’t think I ever felt truly afraid; what I
remember most is a sensation of liberation, and of exhilaration that,
like Frank, I had found my subject.
Perhaps on the very day Frank took this photograph, I was
sketching the pier buildings. I have a fantasy that one day
my face among his slides, since I was there so often. But I
friends with Frank at the end of his life, when I was doing
a book on art and the waterfront.

busy
I will see
only became
research for

I therefore know that this picture was not one of his favorites. He
liked the ones of sex, or that were more conventionally beautiful.
Undoubtedly, I like it, because it reminds me of one of my own figureless
pier paintings. There is nothing distinctly gay about it, although the
ropes and the chains, might be suggestive of S&M scenarios. But for me,
what is queer about Frank’s picture, is its voyeuristic viewpoint through
the crisscrossing wooden planks and how it evokes watching from the
shadows, waiting for something deviant to happen.
New Haven, 2018

Fireboat at Smoking Barge, Pier 46,
December 12, 1978

Pier 46 (Acrobat), July 19, 1980

Pier 48 Demolition,
December 2, 1978

theodore (ted) kerr
Requiem: Time is Not a Line

With black hair and dark blazers, 3 people point up and beyond the
frame of an April 4, 1968, photograph. Martin Luther King Jr., shot just
moments before, lays at their feet, his knee bent, arched towards the lip
of the Lorraine Hotel that hangs over head. In the immediate aftermath
of a gunman’s actions, those closest to King’s body, pointed in the
direction of where the bullets were fired.
A vista of broken earth stretches to the far corners of a photograph;
tufts of rust, gold, and green grasses have grown wild within the cracks
of land behind a log fence, near Laramie, Wyoming. On the night of
October 12, 1998, this is where Matthew Shepard was tied up and left to
die. Near where his feet would have been, on the viewer’s side of the
fence, is a clearing, stones gathered in memoriam, arranged in the shape
of a cross.
Haze makes a grey background of New Jersey and the Hudson river in a
December 2, 1978, photograph. A crane on on New York City pier stands
erect, taking up the sweet spot in the visual rule of thirds. A heap of
beige, brown, and white materials gathered for collection foregrounds the
image, a pile of history waiting to be dealt with.
Seen together, these photos are a landscape of loss. But also a case
study in contrast. The first two are portraits of community in the
aftermath of violence, they show responses after the murder of two
men, different in life, who are together in death as martyrs. These
images follow the dominant rhythm of photography: incident, capture,
circulation, providing a story about what happened, after, as a way of
knowing what happened before.
The third photo is different, less clear. It is a picture of a once
used port of industry, a place of neglect and possibility, that became
a space for an emerging gay rights movement to become embodied through
sexual freedom and risk in dilapidated buildings. But why are we
looking? What information is in the photo that years later that makes it
compelling?
Taken by Frank Hallam, the photo subverts convention by capturing
a moment best understood through circulation after incidences that
would follow. When seen by us from the future, Hallam’s photo is a
snapshot before 9/11, the end of Marsha P. Johnson’s life, the arrival
of HIV/AIDS, the emergence of over policing of black and brown youth,
gentrification, and all the other tragedies that would befall the area in
the decades to come. While the loss of the piers was keenly felt at the
space, the heap of scraps speak seen decades later, not only speak to the
loss of a building, but of the end of an era, one followed by tragedies
that one could have scarcely imagined in the winter of 1978.
Hallam’s photo upends notions of linear logic, a reminder that time
is not a line and an image can be a requiem before death, a talisman
for what is to come. We can never know the impact of the clues we leave
behind, maybe our greatest gift to the future are our recordings of the
present.

Pier 46, June 24, 1988

Pier 46, Interior Upstairs Rooms,
July 13, 1979

Pier 46, June 02, 1979

Justin Allen

A yellowed photo of a cluster of metallic and brick warehouses, inverted
and suspended from the glistening surface of the Hudson River.
A yellowed photo of warehouses holding up the Hudson River. To the left,
figures stand on a pier that protrudes into the water.
In a yellowed photo of warehouses under the Hudson, a pier appears like a
wooden ship sailing into the glistening river.
Blurred figures stand on the pier. Their bodies abstract when zooming in,
made grainy, and shrink away when zooming out.
The warehouses divide worlds, delineating crags from rust, appear to
stride, shoulders back, onward into the river.
Green waters undulate, calling to mind our bodies at this spilling out
from the grid, into the cadence of estuary waters.
The waters drain into the Atlantic, opposite the direction of invasions
that remind us of oceans and industry.
Warehouses, striding into the Hudson, warp and wear under the sun, caught
by the daily whip and slap of the water.
Clusters, metallic and brick, invert and suspend, the surface of the
Hudson’s waters, the sailing ship, spilling.
Of crags from rust, remember, over here, yes, here, right here, and over
there, the yellowed photos, the ship.
The built world, delineating. In the photo, the figures, blurred and
inverted, appear to descend from the surface of the river.

Pier 46 Sunner, July 7, 1979

Piers 49 and 51 from Pier 48,
August 17, 1978

Pier 46, June 02, 1979

Marco DaSilva

Before I was double digits
Sitting in the grass by the piers
At the beginning of summer
I spotted a man with long wavy hair
Shirtless and glistening with sweat
Wearing nothing but spandex shorts
And a yellow Sony walkman
Secured to the small of his waist
Held firmly by a stretchy yellow case that was like a belt
Perspiration and G-protection
Something about his mane and his muscles
At the time unsure why I was so intrigued
As he rollerbladed by me gyrating to his music
Mesmerized by his liberated body
Walking home from school from Greenwich Village to Chelsea
I was drawn to the glow of the neon lights of store windows on 6th Avenue
As a little boy I tried to avert my eyes of the content of these windows
But couldn’t help but peek
Shops littered with massive images of naked men, kink and handcuffs
My mom tightening her grip of my hand
Suddenly we were walking a lot faster when passing these windows
Adult Videos and erotic clothing, various toys
Seeing men discreetly enter and exit these shops
Curious as to why they were so forbidden
And me wanting to know of their contents
My friend who lived around the corner from me
Lived right next to a gay club called Heaven
For my fifth grade graduation party
A parent rented the space
Where we celebrated moving on to middle school
In between sipping on soda and dancing we spotted a circular sticker
That said “god made me gay”
I stared at it a bit longer than everyone else

Leather daddies
Drag queens
Muscle men
A shirtless older couple adorning matching plastic rainbow chains and
sailor hats
Living on 6th Avenue during the pride parade
Thousands of intoxicated queers in the street
A beautiful trans woman with large breasts
Wearing nothing but a mesh top, thong and 6 inch heels
Seeing scantily clad bodies turning up in broad daylight
Dancing, screaming
My machismo father complaining about all of the “obnoxious gay people”
filling up our block
My mother worried about the parade’s influence on me
We had to take the subway just to cross the street

Pier 46, Interior Upstairs Doorward,
July 13, 1979

Sun-Bronze Couple Pier 46 Sunner
September 24, 1978

Pier 46 from Pier 45,
January 31, 1988

Nicole Wallace
AWEGONEN GII-WANISING // WHAT HAS BEEN LOST

ge-bagwaakide dibikadini giizhig
as the day burns a hole in the night
nindaamin gaawiin ingoji onzaam
we live nowhere because
ningiiwemin miziwe geget apane.
we are everywhere going home.
— Margaret Noodin,
“Gaawiin o’o dibendagaasinoon / None of this Belongs Here”
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Pier 46 Through Window Mesh
(Overexposed), April 10, 1980

Pier 46 Pair, June 21, 1980

Trio Pier 46 from West Side Highway,
April 6, 1980

Through Walls Pier #46 Jerry/Walrus,
November 18, 1979

El Roy Red
1st thots

stephen allmenarescaredofme is painting
on a pair of sweatpants
it is dark outside & a soft, warm light
g l o w s up the space
we gay up the place: y dudes gotta do a niggx drrrty in the
1st place prize more than thighs & sighs
catch my
i’z been workin on the railroad
under_ground
mys3lf: so rooted up, i’m rudy
not a full huxtable, more like a julie
on a shade level:

0))————————-7—————-44——————————————————————-666——10
1s ability 2 perceive & respect
yr existence
DIE IN PUBLIC
#mutualgrowth

u f33l my flav or i’m a full run
touchdown tranny tearjerker, sure yrr alive
but where does ya hurt go?
when it gets out? off the chain
in front of them
our towels on cardboard/ where @ the beach
we’re on the piers/ aband(played)on’d factory
[a fact on me: mama thot AIDS b the death a me]
we’re on someone el/our home (turf)
is a gov’t demolition site
is a resistance/ persistence
is a memory
is air
is alive bc a niggx care
& a niggx carrrr-rrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrry:
HIV criminalisation* is not over
but i am/ bent over
and over
SILENCE = DEATH ™
& over
again
let the seroconvertered in2 more than prisons &/or NEother of those industrial complexes
how many ways 2 make a slave? let me
brittney spare you
naaaaaaaaahhhhhhhhhhh niggx ; )
I’m that niggx w dh chain
on yr block, when i walk mdt8
smtms mdc8 / i’m a solange on that j
y’all
i’m playin’ but Y’ALL play
2 much… in
my f33lins
reina got me / in those egyptt
& when miss egyptt spy the spot
she survive
wut is time?
(………………)
ATLANTIC IS A SEA OF BONES
& u gettin’ yr ____ sucked cos yrr f33lin alone & hungry
imagine how many bbs made it out of the salt mines
now we rally @ the piers #TDOA reclaiming our time
*http://www.thebody.com/content/80461/michael-johnson-bypasses-trial-enters-no-contest-p.html
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Pier 46 Ruins, September 3, 1983

Pier 46 Pair, June 25, 1983

Draughtsman Making a Perspective Drawing of a Reclining Woman,
Albrecht Dürer with Ashkan Sepahvand, ca. 1600/2018

Ashkan Sepahvand

What we see is curved, what we are shown is flat.
The bottom line of the square
makes it look
as if the view has an end;
the curve has no bottom,
it continues towards an unknown.
A picture makes the eye forego
the mysterious continuation of presences before it –
rather, they appear to have an end,
a limit, discrete and definite.
The(ir) end is nigh,
So many things came to an end
Then and there.
Vanishing points
lie
at the center
of the picture.
They are gone.
They didn’t fit into any grid,
And so, they were doomed to disappear.
Seeing through:
the rays of the eye fall onto the object
It sees
Only what it wants to;
It must know:
Grids appear.
Maybe they were there before,
Now, at least,
I/eye don’t see anything else.
A story of capture:
Dispersing vagabonds
A witch-hunt repeated,
Less bonfires, sure, but just as many faggots
Whose desiring-desire burnt out,
Those who were defeated,
And forced to control themselves.
Paupers turned into princes, self-crowned.
Gridlocked.
Beyond recognition.
Lust defers to love
Within Empire,
Washed pink.
Love always wins –
This is supposed to be our victory, right?
We are all the same! They say.
And what if I just want to fuck?
You’re a goddamn whore, be proud of it,
No, we not are all the same! I say.
Faggots Obscenity League,
Douche in the streets!
Blowjobs in front of children!
Make homosexuality illegal again!
What would it take
To make us intolerable?

The old maps of New York:
So Dutch, so orderly,
Stiffness and restraint,
Just enough space between the lines of the grid
For the buildings to stand tall.
Instead of canals, there were piers,
There were broadways.
The grid never changes,
Bodies affixed
Within their respective plots.
Commons enclosed.
Each place has its own mode
And its own value,
Individual apportions.
The Dutch mastered still life,
Fruits and lobsters,
Textiles and crystals,
Vanity, a celebration of riches,
Stagnant, static, studied.
I search beyond the radius
Radiating around me
To see if it is more
Or less
Exciting
Elsewhere.
Not here.
Never present,
Always surveying,
We control each other’s movements,
We assess each other’s stats,
We leave woofs and taps and pokes,
A registry of torsos and faces,
Cropped bodies,
Chopped up bits,
Communicated as bytes.
Value, reduced to quantities
Of information.
To know already everything there is to know,
To have seen already everything there is to see,
To help him decide
Whether this transaction is worth it,
Risk assessment.
The City is all about money now,
I’d like to diversify my portfolio, he said.
Your rectum is a grave,
Not a bank.
Daddy sticks a dollar bill into his boy’s asshole and tells him:
Clench it tight, keep it in,
Save it up there for me,
Don’t get it dirty, don’t spend it
Lavishly.
The boy listens.
The cash rots.
The debt collector cums.

Could the idea for this
Have begun long ago?
When Dürer drafted
His Young Girl,
Placing her behind a screen,
Imagining her boundless curvatures
As proportionate plots,
Fitting her into an image of Her?
Each length, between finger and palm,
Thigh and knee,
Eye and nose,
Given a number, a corresponding degree,
A straight calculation.
Straight is always seen straight.
She hated Amsterdam.
She would ride her bike on the way to work,
Cruising the lanes alongside the canals,
The Grachten
Say it: KHHHHHHHHHRRRRRRAAAAKHHHHHTEN
They’re so pretty, I want to commit suicide,
She said.
They say,
Back then
only pirates used to live on Fire Island,
Vagrancy is indigenous,
Lighting flames to lure in the ships,
Briny, rugged sirens, hungry for treasure.
The ships would crash,
The scoundrels would kill the women, the children, and the men,
And keep their riches for his own.
Even the subaltern accumulate primitively.
Back in 1792,
Three-hundred years after Columbus blew the ocean
An attempt to find solidity amidst the flow,
The piers weren’t there yet, capital of this New Republic,
But the city was growing,
Encroaching upward,
It was bringing its grids with it.
Your safe space now will be conquered tomorrow,
Overlain with the net of I/eye.
The imperial gaze,
It is coming.
The infinity of perspective
Meets the finitude of perception.
They couldn’t have known.
Imagine the shape of the land,
Its lines and contours,
Its borders determined by the waters lapping at its shores,
This indeterminate squiggle,
As on ordering principle.
Not straight lines, but squiggles,
Queer and crooked.

CHRISTOPHER’S END
by Frank Holland

The gift was the first thing Ray
packed — so he wouldn’t forget it
— and the last thing he doublechecked before closing and locking
the suitcase. It was a handbill,
about eight inches wide, 12 inches
long: a photograph of a husky young
model, his head lowered but his
eyes looking up with insinuation.
His open hands rested lightly on
his naked flanks at either side
of a rather puffed, uncircumcised
penis, the tip of which was
partially obscured by an address.
Emblazoned in red across the man’s
hairless chest was, “THE COMING
OUT OF CHRISTOPHER’S END.” Smaller
blueprint described a “coffee house
at the end of Christopher Street,”
open 24 hours a day, seven days
a week, “Where the Cruisers Make
Out.”

first decided on this visit.
It started, he guessed, in a
bar a few weeks earlier. An old
friend and he were chatting about
people who had dropped out of the
scene, settled down, left New York,
or—more frequently now—had died.
The fellow asked Ray, “Whatever
happened to that kid from,you
know,the Midwest? The guy with the
big grin,like this: Steeplechase
Park.” Ray rather resented the
toothy mockery, but he recognized
the open smile, even from its
caricature. “Always so even
tempered. I never heard him say
anything bitchy about anyone, not
even the ones who deserved it.”
“Dennis?”
“Yes! I knew he was Irish.”

The handbill was a bit yellower
than it was 20 years before, but
not dog-eared. It was printed on
slick paper and had been preserved
between the pages of a magazine
which, along with theater programs,
Ray saved compulsively for possible
future reference.
On the plane he fought an idiotic
smile, which crossed his face each
time he thought about the picture,
secreted now inside the luggage
compartment of the plane’s belly.
He anticipated the astonished
reaction when he would hand it
quite casually to Dennis. Here,
Dennis, a present—from the past.
All the way out of the
bewildering labyrinth of airport
passageways he felt as anxious as a
time-warped 50-year-old teenager on
his first date. He wondered if he
would even recognize Dennis. Maybe
they would pass like strangers?
They had never exchanged pictures.
The 1970s was not that sort of
era. They had only memory to go on.
Besides, their “intense period”
lasted, as the song said, only
while they were on their way to
someone else. Or, as it turned out,
to no one else. Yet the feeling of
unfinished business nagged from
the back of his mind ever since he

“English. I hear from him
occasionally.”
As Ray joked about “poor Dennis,”
cloistered there with his family in
the Midwest, Ray was vaguely aware
of a decision forming: he would
accept Dennis’s standing invitation
to visit him in Chicago. It felt
right, the opportune time. And it
would be something to look forward
to after the disappointing trip to
France two months earlier.

They both recognized each other
instantly in the crowd, just as if
it were only one day after Dennis’s
departure—instead of 18 years.
There was no chance to talk at
O’Hare, little more than a mild
handshake. Dennis’s brother Carl
was waiting, double parked. In
the car, as Carl drove them to
the house, there was even less
opportunity. They sat in back.
Driving, Carl cocked his head to
the right.
“Did you and Denny hang around
together in New York?”

“Sometimes.”
“And you like living there?”
Ray smiled. “As Mark Twain said,
once you live in New York City,
every place else is like Waterbury,
Connecticut.”
Dennis grinned.“What’s wrong with
Waterbury, Connecticut?”
“Nothing.—If you’re a pocket
watch.”
Carl was shaking his head. “I can’t
see how anybody can stand living
around nothing but drug addicts and
bums and faggots.”
Roy glanced quizzically over at
Dennis, who looked straight ahead.
Dennis reminded his brother,
“There’s plenty of them in Chicago,
too, you know.“
“Yeah. That’s why we live out
here.”
Ray deduced that Carl didn’t know
his brother was gay.

up Ray, Dennis learned that his
own car wasn’t ready. So Carl, who
worked nights, said he could drive
Dennis.
Carl’s eyes were watching through
the rearview mirror. “You didn’t’
think I’d let you drive my car, did
you?”
He swerved to cut between two
trucks, daring them to squeeze him
out.
Ray recalled how Dennis used to
worship this older brother, the
high-school star, the athletic
trophy winner who dropped out of
college his freshman year because
of poor grades. While Dennis
remained single, Carl had been
married three times, maybe four,
each one a failure. Ray suspected
one reason may have been that the
wives rode in the car with him.
“What’s the matter with that
fuckin’ asshole! Did you see
him? Christ!” Another highway
competitor. Ray marveled at the
genetic variety possible from the
same set of parents.

After riding in silence a few
Instead of heading toward Chicago,
moments, Dennis said, “Raymond’s on they traveled another direction,
his way to visit his sister’s family past suburban luxury, close-cropped
in Iowa over Thanksgiving.”
lawns, spacious and brown, now in
late autumn. To Ray, fresh from
Ray corroborated the story. “The
Manhattan, open land suggested
airline routed me through Chicago.
drought and devastation. Beyond the
So I thought, since I have a layover grounds, large fortress homes were
anyway, it’d be nice to drop by
set back from the road, secluded
and see ol’ buddy Dennis here.” (He inside stockades of tall, even
hedges and lush trees. Foliage
clapped Dennis’s knee). “Since he
shut off the homes from any threat
never comes back to New York.”
of neighbors, cities, or passing
traffic. Isolation and privacy—
“You’re staying only one night,
seclusion with a vengeance. Flyover
right?” Carl asked.
country.
“Yes,” Ray answered.
With mixed feelings, Ray
anticipated returning to his home
“—Goddamned son of a bitch!” Carl
in Iowa tomorrow, having to slow
was cussing a car that had turned
the pace of life he was used to. He
from a side road. “Did you see him
almost wished he had not promised
pull out?That asshole!”
his sister he’d come home this
year.
The drone of the car’s motor
absorbed Carl’s complete attention
Ray had never felt like a
now. The car was a bright red sports
model, foreign, a few years old, but Midwesterner, not even when he
lived there. Too much crossbreeding
kept in gleaming condition.
in the Lefevver family (originally
spelled LeFevre) left their dark,
Dennis explained that Carl was
Mediterranean complexion at odds
kind enough to drive him to the
airport this afternoon; Dennis’s car with the wholesome image of blond,
fresh-faced farmers who lived all
was being repaired. Transmission
trouble. Just before leaving to pick around them. But black curly hair

(graying now at the temples), broad
shoulders and a tall body—with his
one Iowan feature, blue eyes—had
served Ray well in New York.

that once housed wealthy robber
barons. He said, “I could put my
whole apartment on the right half
of your veranda.”

Ray looked over again. Dennis,
he judged, would fit in well with
the Iowa neighbors. Though 45 now,
five years younger than Ray, Dennis
had not changed much in 18 years.
The same brush-cut brown hair, the
same somewhat squinted blue eyes
behind steel-rim glasses, the hunch
forward as he talked, excited and
eager—it was rather comforting to
find that time had failed just
this once to mar something. Maybe
living in suburbia preserved one’s
body from the ravages of everyday
life, like being stored inside a
sub-freezing cryogenics bank. Ray
reached over and furtively patted
Dennis’s leg. Ray wasn’t sure he
would like that existence. He
wondered if Dennis did. He was
impatient to be alone with his
friend so they could talk freely.

“How much rent would it bring in
Manhattan?”

Carl dropped them at the roadside
gate. A semicircular driveway led
into the estate.
“I gotta be at the shop to open
up,” Carl gave as an excuse. “Else
I‘d drive you all the way in.”
“Thanks for taking us this far,”
Dennis said. He went around to
the driver’s window and tapped
the glass. When Carl lowered it an
inch, Dennis slipped some bills
through the opening. For gas, Ray
presumed. Smiling, Dennis rejoined
him as Carl sped off. Dennis took
Ray’s suitcase, insisting, “Let
me.” Ray slung his flight bag
over his shoulder. Together, they
trudged up the paved driveway.

“But how much in taxes would you
have to pay?”
As they walked in, Ray heard glass
clinking. Footsteps echoed when he
crossed an uncarpeted portion of
floor in the large antechamber. A
white stairway swept leisurely up
past a chandelier, dripping with
crystal spires and prisms which
jangled like wind chimes every time
the front door was opened.
“Who takes care of all this?”
“Carl and me. And a housekeeper
comes in every few days.”
The house was tastefully
furnished, left, essentially, as
it was when Dennis’s parents were
alive. But the rooms were chilled;
the brothers kept the thermostat at
a low level.
Upstairs in the hall, walls,
even the doors and sconce lights,
were painted white. Ray mused to
himself: The Ice Palace.
He was given the room past
Dennis’s.
As Dennis stripped a dusty
sheet off the satin bedspread, he
apologized . “I didn’t have time
this morning. Between the damned
car and telling them at work I
wouldn’t be in today or tomorrow. .
.”

Enthusiastic as a child, Dennis
walked a step ahead of him. “I
want to hear all about New York and
what’s happening! You’re my only
contact left.”

Ray produced a sealed bottle from
his flight bag. “I have just the
antidote. Feel like a drink? Or is
it too early? I’m on Eastern Time,
remember.”

“That’s your fault for leaving.”

“Never too early.” Dennis turned
the bottle of cognac lovingly in
his two hands. He whistled as
he read the label. “French! I am
honored.”

Dennis stopped at the foot of
the front steps. His head dropped
back, inviting Ray to look up at
the stone mansion. This was where
Dennis’s family had lived for over
65 years. “What do you think of
it?”
In Manhattan the closest thing Ray
had seen to this were the museums

“Duty free. I picked it up on my
way back in September.”
Dennis crossed his arms, the
bottle neck in one hand. “How was
Paris?”

“Fair. I told everyone I was from
Dubuque, Iowa. Once they hear ‘New
York City,’ they want to put on
rubber gloves before they’ll even
shake hands.”“
“The AIDS thing?”
Ray nodded. “And if I told them
‘San Francisco’—forget it.”
Dennis asked, “Did you know many
guys who died from it?”
“Too many. Remember Mama Zooma’s,
on West Street?”
“Not too well.”
“Their whole staff. I guess
bartenders make out more often than
we mere customers do.”
“Are there any backroom bars
left?”
“Not where I go. Nowadays, I
like to see a guy in very bright
lighting first. In a backroom he
could look like a Dalmatian and
you’d never know.”
Unconsciously, Dennis was rocking
the bottle back and forth. He
looked down. “I guess I should open
this.”
Ray smiled. “Unless you’re saving
it for something special?”
“Ray! This is special, you being
here! I’ll get glasses.”
After Dennis left the room, Ray
opened his suitcase and took out a
clean change of clothing along with
his toilet kit.

news that he couldn’t discuss with
people he knew.
A few years back, Dennis called
at midnight. “It’s only 11 here,”
he said. He had just read that
Rock Hudson died of AIDS. A mutual
friend of theirs, a part-time
bartender and actor, had said he
was picked up once by Hudson.
Dennis called to ask if their
friend was still “OK.” Ray assured
him the fellow was thriving and
currently appearing in dog food
commercials on television. Dennis
sounded relieved.
Dennis returned, carrying two
brandy snifters. “Now it’s your
turn to feel honored,” he said,
presenting him with one of the
glasses. “The family crystal.”
Dennis had changed to a sport
shirt. Until then, he’d been
wearing a suit and tie. He must
have dressed up, Ray realized, to
come to the airport.
Dennis opened the bottle, then
poured two generous portions. “I
often wonder,” he began, “what
happened to all the people I knew
in the bars.”
“Like the tide,” Ray said, “they
come in, they go out. Some move
away—like you. Others pair off and
socialize only with other couples.
Less temptation.”
“How about Aldo?”
Ray frowned, unfamiliar with the
name.“The weight-lifter.”
“Oh, you mean Muscles?”
“Yeah.”

He walked over to look out the
window, to see the rest of what
Dennis gave up those years he lived
in Manhattan.
The grounds in back looked like
a football field, but with cement
walks crisscrossing and joining
again for the grand parade to
the wide porch below. Ray could
envision such an estate being
bought by Jay Gatsby and lighted
with strings of Chinese lanterns to
impress the wealthy and beautiful,
yet shallow heiresses of American
aristocracy. Its immense emptiness
disturbed him. No wonder Dennis
used to phone at odd hours, any
time something came up in the

“Didn’t you hear what happened?”
“No.” Dennis’s jaw fixed.
“He got a coaching job, some
university way down South. One
night they found him and a black
male student out on the football
field.”
Dennis looked alarmed. “Dead?”
“On the contrary, very much alive.
The student was expelled and Aldo
got fired. This was the deep South,
remember. The Muscle Man broke two
taboos at once. Lucky for him the
guy wasn’t a minor, or else our

boy would be out on some chain gang
rebuilding Tara.”
Ray saw he was depressing Dennis.
“He’s back in New York now. Muscles
is a professional masseur. He even
advertises, ‘Male clients only.
Complete massage.’ Don’t ask.”
Dennis grinned.
Ray asked him, “He wasn’t why you
left, was he?”
“Nah. I told you: My folks were in
poor health. Carl’s new wife didn’t
get along with Mom, so they moved
out. I had to come back—Well, I
was running around too much in New
York, had to check out every new
spot. And work, too. Work can be a
bitch.”

before. Dennis blossomed into an
exhibition that night, emerging
from his shell of respectability:
conservative suits, button-downcollars and pale-blue-boxer-shorts.
His inhibitions lay in a pile on
the floor alongside his clothing.
Soon, the audience was ignoring
the go-go boy; they were applauding
Dennis, urging him on, bathed in
flashes of psychedelic light.
Ray broke the silence. “Remember
that fellow at the next table—West
Indian, I think—what he said when
you danced over?”
“No.”
“He yelled out, ‘Ooh, Mahn! Him
got humdinger dong!”
Dennis laughed. “You’re kidding.”

Ray nodded. “We were the firstnighters every time a new place
opened.” Seeing a grin flow
steadily across Dennis’s face, Ray
knew what he was about to ask. Ray
sat back, the drink cradled in his
hands; he smiled, waiting for the
inevitable question.
Dennis said, “Remember
Christopher’s End?”
Ray laughed aloud with
satisfaction. “Who could forget?”
“That night there?”
“Which one do you mean?”
“You know which one.”
“Your 15 minutes of fame and
glory?”
“I could never tell anybody around
here, but it was. It really was.”
Both fell quiet—their silence
functioning as conversation—
focusing their thoughts on the
same scene: a tiny stage with
silver tinsel fluttering around
its platform edge, a slim, naked
go-go boy bumping automatically to
the tempo of the music. Any time a
waiter walked by, the dancer thrust
his hips briefly toward him in
perfunctory passion. Dennis, halfdrunk and disdainful of the boy’s
same teasing routine each night,
walked over beside the platform and
began peeling off his own clothes.
Other customers—straights, men and
women both—had performed there

“Don’t you remember?”
“All I know is I was up there
trying to seduce the world!” He was
still grinning. As he relived his
“decadent youth,” his face took on
the innocence of a young boy. That
was what first attracted Ray to
him, the expression of trust and
vulnerability. The smile subtracted
20—30—years from Dennis’s
appearance.
Ray had seen that smile duplicated
on a woman at work, a reformed
alcoholic, as she told Ray about
how she once climbed up on a table
in a Village dive and danced the
Charleston. She really let herself
go, she said, strutting, kicking,
as if she were starring in some
Hollywood musical. Yet the more
she allowed her body to take
over, the more strongly she felt
in complete control of her life
that night, of her performance, of
everyone watching her and admiring
her. Later, although she gave up
drinking, she still cherished that
memory.
Ray got up from his chair. “I just
remembered something I brought for
you.”
“We’re drinking it,” Dennis said,
wagging the bottle by its neck.
“Something else.” Ray opened the
suitcase lid. He began searching
through the top pocket for a large
envelope. “You probably don’t
remember this, but...”

He slid a sheet of slick paper out
of the envelope. He examined the
handbill of Christopher’s End again
before turning it over to Dennis.
“Does this look familiar?”
Dennis took the flier up in both
hands. “I-don’t-be-lieve-it!”
He read, then studiously re-read
it. “Cruisers shouldn’t have an
apostrophe in it,” he said. “That
makes it possessive.” He examined
the picture again. “I see that
they put the address right over his
foreskin.”

slides?”
Ray nodded. They changed
automatically every thirty seconds,
each slide wilder than the previous
one.
“This captain was pissed off
because he couldn’t locate the
projection machine. His look of—
Man!—disgust! He searched walls,
the ceiling, the bar, under it,
overhead lights.”
“He was probably looking for
drugs,” Ray said.

“It’s an eye-catcher, all right.”
Dennis looked up at Ray and
laughed. “Boy, does this take me
back.”
“I thought it might. Remember that
bartender at the service end—the
low bar? Every night when things
got dull, he’d unzip and plop it
out across the counter.”
Dennis was still smiling at the
handbill. “How come you kept this
all these years?”
“It got mixed in with some theater
programs I was saving. I came
across it when I was packing. And I
always think of you when I see it.”
Tapping the handbill, Ray said,
“That is a collector’s item, my
boy. There’s probably no more than
two or three in existence. . . .Or
two or three hundred.”

“No. He wanted to find out
where he could turn off those—’
‘offensive’—slides. It was right up
over the bar. Stevie had to show
him. Then when the captain lifted
it down, he almost dropped it. He
burned his hands. ‘Ow! That thing
is really hot!’ We all sniggered.
‘And no smart-ass remarks!’ he
says.”
Dennis laughed again, shook his
head, his gaze nostalgic. “I never
minded the raids. I found them
exhilarating. I’d think: a real
police raid and I’m in it! Wow!”
“That was because by then, they
stopped arresting customers—just
the staff.”
“Whatever happened to Stevie? Is
he still around?”
“He went to prison.”

Still holding it, Dennis sat on
the bed. “I remember when you and
the manager,Stevie,and I, when we
sat out on the door stoop after
breakfast one night...Morning, I
mean. Daylight staring us in the
face.”
Ray nodded, smiling. “His wife
came by with the baby.”
“Hey, yeah! Just like a family
visit. You do remember —the pram.
And a police car pulled up at the
curb.”
“If it was only one police car,
it wasn’t a raid. It was just a
warning, to show him they were
still keeping an eye on the place.”

Dennis’s smile disappeared.
“Because he managed that place?”
“No. A lot of things. Mafia.Who
knows? He died after he got out.”
“He was such a sweet guy.” Dennis
handed the flier back.
“It’s yours,” Ray said. “Get it
framed.”
“Where would I hang it?”
“Over the mirror. In the
bathroom.”
“I can’t leave this out.”
“Why?”

“The things you remember, huh?”
Dennis said. “In one raid, there
was this captain. He couldn’t find
the slide projector. Remember those

“My brother.”
“Hide it in the closet, then.

Call it a memento of that wonderful
year, 1970. And on days when you
need a good laugh—”
“I appreciate it, Ray, honest,. .
.”
Ray saw suddenly that Dennis did
not dare keep the picture, even
hidden. That hurt him. Big Brother
was watching. “Would your brother
hate you if he knew you were gay?”
Dennis shrugged, half-smiling.
“Not hate, maybe. I don’t think
he’d be too thrilled about it. I
don’t know how he would react. But
why risk it? Why upset him?”
Ray took the handbill back. Even
if Dennis couldn’t display it,
Ray had expected he would at least
keep, and treasure, it. Maybe that
night meant less to Dennis than he
had supposed.

softened. He was never able to
stay mad at Dennis for long. His
animosity redirected itself toward
Carl. Ray regretted being a guest
for even one night in a house
owned jointly by Dennis’s brother.
Ray lowered his drink. He swirled
the cognac, rousing an aroma that
seemed to tweak and singe his
nostrils.
But maybe Dennis led a secret life
his brother was not aware of.
“So, what do you do for
entertainment now? Ray asked him.
“Drive over to Chicago?”
“Nope. Never. I’m a homebody.
I watch cable TV, sometimes. Or
read.”
“I mean for sex.”
Dennis snorted humorously. “What’s
that?”

“I appreciate—”
Ray tore the picture in half.
“What are you doing?”
Then into quarters, eighths. He
let the pieces flutter down into
the wastebasket beside the bed. If
that was all it meant to Dennis,
then it meant even less to him.
Dennis looked surprised. “Why
didn’t you keep it?”
“Why should I? I’m not the one who
starred there.”
Dennis went down on his knees.
He began pulling bits of paper
out of the basket. Ray was sorry
now he had torn it into pieces.
Meticulously, Dennis gathered up
each remnant, making sure none were
overlooked; then, he placed the
pieces in an ashtray and struck a
match to them. The two men watched
stray sections of the muscular body
catch fire, blacken and shrivel
into ash. Each was silent, as
if participating in some sort of
ritual.
Ray took another full swallow
of his drink. Dennis did too. It
offered an excuse for not speaking.
Ray felt angry, insulted somehow,
unappreciated. He had brought this
gift—he had brought himself—here.
He had hoped, somehow—he wasn’t
sure of what. He frowned, then

“Push-push, slurp-slurp. You
know;you used to know.”
“I don’t miss it. Really.”
I do. Ray almost said it. The last
time he went home with someone, a
year ago, they lied down in bed,
growing more and more estranged
as each waited for the other
to commence. An invisible wall
separated them. For Ray, desire was
replaced by other images—pictures
in the newspapers, faces of
pitifully young men. Ray never read
obituaries anymore; his eyes merely
scanned them for those deadly four
capital letters. He felt haunted
too by the quilts strung around the
wall in a gay bar last June, each
commemorating an individual. On one
was a man’s name, Derek, his brief
allotment of years, “1965-1988”,
and “London.” A boy who came to New
York from London, maybe on holiday,
maybe for love, and died at age 23.
The first time Ray traveled through
Europe was 1965, the same year
Derek was born. By now, Ray had
already lived more than two of that
boy’s lifetimes.
Ray swayed his cognac, studying
the surface distortions of light,
purples blending with browns,
currents and waves. “Think we
oughta save a shot or two for
Carl?”
“Nah. Usually he stops by

Beth’s,his girlfriend,after work.
Sometimes he stays over by her.”
“He won’t get any of this then—
Pity.” Ray poured equal amounts
into their glasses. “And do you
have a girlfriend, too?”
“Social. Just socially.” The
effect of drink was creeping into
Dennis’s words.
Ray began to feel it too. He asked
Dennis, “Does this—Carl—does he fix
you up?”
“They know;they sense, I
think,that I’m just Carl’s
easygoing, asexual younger
brother.” He seemed to wait for
a comment, for denial. When Ray
said nothing, he went on. “I heard
something funny a couple—a few
months ago. A girl I used to date
in high school,whose husband died a
long time ago,she told me: ‘After a
widow goes for seven years without
sex, they call her a born-again
virgin.’ ” Do they say that out
East, too?”
“No one out East goes seven
years.” (One year, maybe. Strange,
not even the new European faces
tempted him this trip.)

mere smile, maybe, delight over a
handbill from the past. Perhaps a
bit of that past itself.
Ray reviewed the factors that
brought him here. “Your old buddy
Dennis.” That was how the Christmas
cards were signed—noncommittal,
safe. “Your ol’ buddy, Dennis.”
The way their relationship evolved
after the two-week—too weak—affair
they had.
Ray used to pity Dennis, holed
up out here in suburban Illinois
“for the duration,”yet he derived a
kind of security from knowing that
at one time, anyway, Dennis wanted
them to become a “couple.” But
1970 was not an era for mirroring
traditional values. Stonewall
had just happened, freedom was
declared—Woodstock, liberation
of women, blacks and gays, closet
doors broken open—the Bastille was
stormed.
He looked at Dennis, who seemed
to be waiting for an answer. Ray
couldn’t remember the question, or
if there was one. They had been
talking about liberation, gays,
wars, minefields, dangers, affairs.
“Passions cool, you know.”

“Is that what you are now, a bornagain virgin?”

Dennis nodded. “We are 20 years
older now than we were 20 years
ago.”

Dennis sighed. “God, several times
over!” He glanced at the creamcolored window draperies, then back
at Ray. He laughed, took another
sip. “What about you? You slow
down?”

Ray smiled. “Who can argue with
logic like that?” he said and
returned, smiling from the window.
“Did I tell you, you look maybe
five,six years older, at most?
Hardly a line in your face.”

“I had to,” Ray said.
“I never thought that ‘Raunchy
Raymond’ ever would . . . slow.”
Ray crossed to look out the window
at the long football field of a
backyard.
“It’s the times,” he said. “You
can’t be too spontaneous cruising
through a minefield.” (Or a field
of quilts.)
It was already dark, except
for the incipient light absorbed
by low clouds. He searched the
sky. Possible rain. Maybe snow.
That could delay Ray’s flight.
He shouldn’t have come. Another
hopeless trip. Looking for what? A

“That’s from lack of experience.”
“No. It’s . . . nice.” No pain
there either, or joy. A bowl of
youthful anticipation, a teenager
facing an ever-expanding future.
Ray asked him, “What’ll you do if
Carl gets married again and moves
out?”
“Carl’s had his fill of marriage.
But they could live here. There’s
plenty room. His tax man says it’s
a good investment. ‘Hang onto this
property,’ he says.”
Ray wanted to probe beneath the
easy-going facade, locate whatever
feelings lay buried there. “What
about when Carl dies?”

“Who says I won’t go first?”
“Carl is older than you.”
“People don’t die in chronological
order.” Dennis’s voice chided him
gently. “You know that, don’t you?”
“They don’t even die in logical
order.”
Last year, 14—no, 16—close
friends, all younger than Ray. He
drank again. He shook his head.
None of my business, he thought.
Dennis has the right idea: Inaction
is the most comfortable defense
against change. The safest.
Dennis asked, “Were you at
Christopher’s End when they closed
for good?”
“No. I missed that night. The cops
went in with crowbars. If you want
to see real vandalism, put an axe
or a crowbar in the hands of a cop.
They demolished everything—the bar,
walls partitions, light fixtures.
I think even the toilets and the
cigarette machine. Thousands of
dollars worth of ,you know,damage.”

the bed. “Remember that fleabag
hotel upstairs? All the drunks?
They evicted them too. Tore out the
walls and windows, right down to
the framework.”
Dennis laughed. “I bet the cops
could have done it faster.”
“They renovated the whole
building, turned it into a luxury
hotel.”
“Luxury?”
“Luxury. A posh restaurant with a
French name on the roof, and a gay
disco on the main floor.” (Ray went
only once, with an older friend,
after first plugging his ears with
cotton. He wanted to see how much
Christopher’s End had changed. They
got as far as the door. The doorman
stopped them. “I don’t think you
guys want to go in there. It’s just
a bunch of young kids.” They got
his message. Gay or not, men “of a
certain age” were anathema to the
younger crowd. Ray would not tell
that part to Dennis, it was too
humiliating.) “. . . Then later
it was sold to the city. Now it’s
called Bailey House.”

“End of an era.”
“On the contrary,” Ray said.
“The beginning. Christopher’s
End was a capsule history. First,
a bookstore and coffee house.”
(Gay organizations discussing
“homosexuality,”very sedately, very
dispassionately.) “Then the bar was
added, slideshows, go-go boys, the
backroom.”

“That sounds like a prison, ‘Old
Bailey.‘”
“It’s a hospice. For people with
AIDS who can’t find any place to
live.”
Dennis looked at him soberly. “You
weren’t kidding, were you?”
“It’s true, an AIDS hospice.”

Dennis chuckled. “And the
three to five dollars admissions
charge,don’t forget that. . . .
When did the raids really get
serious?” he asked. “When I left,
they were just cosmetic raids.”
“Around ‘71. That‘s when they
wrecked it.”
“Did they leave it in that
condition?”
“No. A few years later it became
a gay bar, then a discotheque. The
Cock Ring. Or just ‘The Ring,’ when
they advertised. I went a couple
times.” (Wooden bleachers around a
dance floor.) “The decibel rate,
thumping bass—it made my balls
rattle.” Ray readjusted the crotch
of his trousers before sitting on

“I mean about its being a
microcosm.” Dennis shook his
head. “From backroom bar to AIDS
hospice.”
“Ah, but remember, Ingrid, we
still have Paris.”
Both men heard it at the same
time, pattering, like desert sand
against the windows.
Ray asked, “What’s that?” They
went to the window. “Is that
sleet?”
Dennis cupped his hand to the
glass and peered out. He drew back,
smiling. “Snow! It wasn’t even
predicted!” His eyes brightened.

“This won’t shut down the airport,
will it?”
“Just a light dusting.” Dennis’s
breath fogged the glass. He rubbed
a spot clear. “See? Broken clouds.
Come on, let’s go down!” As if this
were some special occasion. “It’s
the first snow of the season!”
In the living room Dennis went
to the French doors and threw them
open. He stepped out onto the
porch, covered now by a thin layer
of snow, whose light reflected onto
the living room ceiling.
Dennis pointed at the clumps of
clouds. They resembled an aged
and torn comforter with cotton
batting dangling out. The clouds
periodically obscured, then
exposed, a bright moon over head.
“See? It’s already stopped,” Dennis
said.
The porch with its stone
balustrades—the large cement
jardinière marking the locations
of stairs leading down into the
yard, all backed by shadowy trees
and bushes—reminded Ray of a stage
setting.
Dennis slid his feet back and
forth on the snow. “You know what I
never did do?” He laughed, stepping
back inside the room. “—but always
wanted to?” Dennis sat down on
a chair to the side of the open
doors.
Ray heard a shoe drop on the
floor. “What are you doing?”
“Watch,” Dennis answered.

There, he was restricted by the
music, governed by the heavy tempo
and fixed routines of go-go. This
interpretation was all his own.
Ray watched, fascinated. He
wondered how a 45 year old, tipsy
and slurring his words 10 minutes
before, could be so sure-footed
now. Maybe the cold had revitalized
him.
Dennis started down the steps.
He changed his mind, returned.
After a couple practice lunges, he
scrambled up onto the balustrade.
He walked along it like a tightrope
dancer, kicking high, out to one
side, out to the other. He looked
down, a broad grin on his face.
Ray marveled at his control, his
balance. He envied the lightness
and grace, and especially how
Dennis managed, with his neck and
back rigid, to make the dance
at all times look masculine. Ray
wondered how long this was bottled
up inside Dennis in his luxurious
prison.
As a clump of snow toppled from
a nearby tree, Dennis swept it off
his shoulder with a broad movement
incorporated into his dance. He
leapt down again. He shook his hair
free of the light snow collected
there. But now the dance was
evolving into aerobics exercise,
the side/straddle/hop of gym class
calisthenics: he was running out of
ideas.
To test how liberated Dennis
actually felt, Ray asked him, “What
time does Carl get home?”

Ray saw one of Dennis’s feet
propped over the opposite knee. He
was removing his socks, then the
rest of his clothes. Ray followed
him out on the porch. Dennis
pattered across the cement, leaving
melted black prints behind him. His
feet must be freezing, Ray thought,
but he doesn‘t seem to notice. The
cognac, maybe.

“Oh, shit!” Dennis jumped back
into the shadows of the porch.

Dennis ran a few steps farther.
He stopped, sliding an inch or so,
then spun around like a skater.
Holding onto the stone balustrade,
he waggled his butt back and forth.
“Hey!” he laughed. “Dennis’s End!”
He ran across the porch again,
leaping, in a free-form dance.
Not the way he did in New York.

He didn’t stop to dress. He
bundled clothes in his arms and
dashed naked up the front stairs
with Ray behind, carrying Dennis’s
shoes and the articles of clothing
he had left behind.

Ray laughed. “I’m kidding.”
Dennis looked up to the second
floor. “I don’t see his light on.”
He seemed relieved. “We better go
upstairs anyway. Enough cavorting
for one night.”

The chandelier crystals emitted
tinkling noises as they hurried

up the steps. Dennis was laughing,
out of breath. Though the
house was empty, he lowered his
voice, afraid, maybe, of being
overheard—or to add to his air of
prankishness. “I always wanted to
do that! How did it look?”
“You surpassed even yourself.”
He clapped Dennis on the back. Ray
felt pleased to have brought out
this spontaneity. “Where do you get
the energy?”
“I work out,” Dennis said. He was
still breathless. “Occasionally.
Jog. When the road’s not crowded.”
“I have a set of weights in my
bedroom,” Ray admitted. “I look at
them sometimes. They make a good
doorstop.”
He noticed that Dennis had begun
to shiver. “Better take a hot
shower.”
“Yeah. Good thinking. I really
looked OK?” Dennis went into his
room.
Ray followed. “Like a pro.” He
laid the rest of Dennis’s clothing
on the chair inside, then continued
on to his room.
A moment later Dennis opened
the door from the bathroom that
connected their two rooms. “I won’t
be long,” Dennis said. He stepped
into the shower, leaving the door
open. “I just want to rinse the
chill off.”
They carried on some sort of
conversation, most of Dennis’s
words getting lost under the
pounding of water from his shower.
Again, Ray recalled the night at
Christopher’s End. Dennis’s feet
that evening may have kept perfect
time with the music, but the rest
of him didn’t. The nude male body
was not constructed to coordinate
all its parts when jumping around.
Certain portions expressed their
own rhythm independently; they
danced to a syncopated, different
drummer, on the after-beats. But,
as the West Indian fellow at the
next table noted, Dennis showed off
his assets to their best advantage.
Ray had nearly forgotten the
metamorphosis of Dennis that night
into a husky, sexy stranger. Even

his grin altered, favoring one
side, transformed into a smile of
self-assurance. Both he and Ray
were caught up in the excitement.
They went home together for the
first time. For days afterward
they drifted through a shared
drunkenness of passion, a whole
catalogue of mutual discoveries,
a fantasy world populated by only
two creatures. The enchantment
lasted maybe two weeks. Ray’s
wore off first. He grew restless,
feeling suddenly trapped in a
union not of his own making. He
missed the Dennis of old, his bar
buddy with the witty remarks and
the relentlessly good nature, the
friend he went cruising with—who
would go his separate way once one
or the other of them made contact
with someone else. And the next
day they would talk on the phone,
compare conquests. Ray did not
want Dennis to become just another
ephemeral sex object who would move
into, then out of, his life like
a wave—Ray’s favorite allusion—and
leave him a victim of emotional
burnout. He would not allow Dennis
to vanish from his life that
easily. Dennis was special. For one
thing, Dennis knew him better than
anyone else, yet still remained
close. They both valued that
friendship and the shared memories.
There was a novel Ray read in
which the protagonist alluded to
the pleasure of knowing you have a
chocolate held in reserve, tucked
away in a drawer, to be taken out
and enjoyed at some future date. To
Ray, that candy bar was Dennis.

Dennis stepped from the shower.
He began toweling himself.Wafting
steam seemed to stir up the odor
of burnt paper. In the ashtray
the handbill remnants had been
disturbed. Ray laid the ashtray on
the floor next to the bed so he
wouldn’t have to see or smell it.
“Dennis?” he called out. “Will”(he
couldn’t remember the name)“your
brother have to take me to the
airport tomorrow? I can get a cab,
you know.”
“I’ll take you. Carl can drive
me over to the garage. I’ll get my
car.”
“Good.”

“Carl‘s not a bad guy,” Dennis
said, as he scrubbed the bath towel
across his upper back. “He gets
impatient. He’s a good person,
though. People just take him the
wrong way.”
“Mmm.”
Carl is also jealous of you,
Ray wanted to say: of your
education, your good nature, of
your surpassing him as a human
being. He bullies you, too. He’s a
prime piece of shit, while you—but
others must have pointed that out
to Dennis before, or he wouldn’t be
defending Carl so vehemently now.
“He’s got a big heart, too,”
Dennis added.
Ray remembered the transfer of
money after they got out of Carl’s
car that afternoon.

found himself becoming aroused. He
answered, “It looks like the nice,
clean, pink body of an infant.”
“Infant!” Dennis laughed. “You
ever see an infant like this?” He
turned to face Ray. The mischievous
gleam in his eyes, the wicked grin
at Christopher’s End all over
again, as Dennis came flip-flopping
toward the bed. “What do you really
think, huh?”
In his best West Indian imitation
Ray exclaimed, “Ooh, Mahn! Dee
Hanging Gardens of Babylon!” and he
opened his arms to receive him.
The only light came from the moon
outside.
Ray was dozing off when he felt
Dennis stir. Near his ear he heard
Dennis’s lips part.
“What?” Ray asked.

“Carl’s my only relative who
lives in this part of the country
anymore.”
“What kind of business does he
run?”

“I didn’t say anything.”
“You were about to ask me
something.”
“Not a question really.”

“Dad bought it for him. Printing
shop. They get rush jobs, things
they have to finish by morning.
He’s a night person. Carl makes
a better boss than he would be a
subordinate, working for someone.”

Ray rolled so as to face him in
the dark. “Just think,” he said.
“You’ll have to wait another seven
years now before you’re a bornagain virgin.”

When reasonably dry, Dennis came
into Ray’s room. He stepped over
to the full-length mirror on the
closet door, his back to Ray, who
lay on the bed. Dennis roughed his
fingers through his hair to dry
it faster. “Well,” he said, “what
do you think of it?” His pink,
hairless body was more chubby than
husky.

Dennis’ toes nudges up under Ray’s
feet. “This is what I missed most,”
he said, “having someone warm next
to me on the cold nights.”

Ray felt rather sad, protective.
He wanted to comfort Dennis
somehow, maybe because the pudgy
buttocks might evoke only a smile
from other people now instead of
lust. The shoulders, though, were
still good. And the legs.

When Dennis didn’t reply, Ray
wondered if he was considering the
question or had dropped off asleep.

Dennis turned his head to look
back over his shoulder. “I said,
‘What do you think?’”
Ray found himself blushing. He
forced himself to regard Dennis
as that naive kid of 20 years ago;
yet, almost against his will, he

“You could change all that,” Ray
said. “It’s possible.” He patted
Dennis’s shoulder; he left his hand
there. “Ever think of moving back
to New York?”

“Sometimes,” Dennis said finally.
“Why don’t you, then?” Again,
he waited. “My apartment’s not a
mansion, but it’s big enough to
accommodate two people.”
It seemed a long time before
Dennis spoke again. “You ever think
of leaving New York? There’s plenty
of room here, you know.”

Ray rolled onto his back. No, not
here, not buried in the wilderness
and especially not under the same
roof with Carl.
“I belong there” Ray said. “I
had a little old grandmother once,
dark, Mediterranean, from the Old
Country. My grandfather uprooted
her. She had no say at all about
it. He took her across the ocean,
to Iowa, of all places. She never
fit into WASP society. But she was
fatalistic about it. ‘Your feet
carry you where your head must
lie.’ That was one of her sayings.
. . .Me, I left for New York of my
own volition. That’s where my feet
took me.”

Ray woke, hearing scraping
somewhere. Birds digging for worms—
maybe a dog scratching to come in.
The sky outside was pearl gray, a
deceptive time of day. He looked
at the bedside clock, quarter to
seven.
Dennis had left, probably returned
to his own room. Before leaving, he
had tucked the covers on that side
of the bed over the pillow so that
cold drafts from around the window
couldn’t reach the bed. Ray smiled
at Dennis’s thoughtfulness; it made
him feel warmer, somehow.
Outside the scraping continued—
steady, hesitating, resuming a
tempo that was thoughtful rather
than driven, more human than
animal. He went to the window and
looked down onto the porch.
Directly below was Dennis, wearing
a red plaid jacket, a stocking cap
and heavy work shoes.
With a broom, he was industriously
sweeping away the last traces of
bare footprints left in the snow.

Afterword
Brief Note on Hoardings
by Virgil B/G Taylor

In New York City, construction
fences are typically made of eightfoot plywood sheets, the degree
of reinforcement, weathering,
and grade of plywood used all
function as signs for the quality
and financing of the construction
within. All of the fences have
regular apertures spaced at eye
level. These windows are rhomboid,
diamond cuts in the plywood.
Frequently these apertures reveal
nothing of the world behind the
fence, as they’re often occluded by
fogged plexiglass or construction
equipment placed in front of
them. New York City construction
hoardings are painted hunter green
as a zoning standard throughout
the city. Permits and other
registrations are posted in weather
protected panels placed clearly on
the green field.
Jerry Seinfeld, in a stand-up
set from his eponymous television
program, suggests that construction
hoardings exist to keep curious
and intruding men from entering
zones of construction (here read
as masculine spaces, fields of
male activity) and to limit these
passerby-men’s ability to watch,
to provoke, to inquire as to the
activity withheld within. For
Seinfeld, these walls exist to
keep these non-builder, un-busy
men (here implied as middle-class,
suburban, hobbyist, leisurely)
from observing up close, too
close. I’d like to account for
what the construction hoarding
more broadly conceals and consider
these barriers as constituents of
the landscape of gentrification.
Like all fences, construction
hoardings serve a clear purpose
of delimiting responsibility for
a given space based on theories
of private property, sovereignty
and (generally) notions of
control. Beyond its life as a
border of certain masculinities,

the construction fence functions,
primarily to contain the liability
of a given contractor and,
ultimately, a given property
holder. Like a hard hat for the
sidewalk, the fence marks the line
where the construction site begins.
The first use of these hunter
green plywood sheathings is often
not to conceal a construction
site per se but for demolition.
The surrounding of a property
line with a new plywood fence is
often the first indication, to the
casual observer of neighborhood
activity, that changes are
happening. Concealing a building
behind these fences announces
it’s transition from a space of
occupation, of (community) use,
to a space of development. If the
primary concern of the construction
fence, historically, is to contain
the liability of the developer,
the secondary concern is the
desire for seamlessness (perhaps
better stated as normalization)
of development. This seamlessness
is essential in the production
of the theatrical spectacle of
development. Seinfeld outlines
a glory hole like eroticism of
the construction site fence: a
peek-a-boo device for the adult
pedestrian.
As each new pile of reinforced
concrete sashed by a hung façade of
glass and prefab cladding seems to
appear out of nothing, the alwaysthe-same fences, sidewalk sheds,
netting and tarps all conspire to
make building new buildings into
mere changes of set. Behind the
green scaffolds these new buildings
are sets for a performance
happening block after block, street
after street. Bad theatrical sets
that make the action hard to see.
Make the drama mundane. The actors
melt into the endless consistency
of hunter green.

Franklin T. Hallam, Jr. was born
in Indianapolis, Indiana, on January
5, 1925. He received a Catholic
education through high school and
then took two years of pre-med at
the University of Notre Dame (194243). He was drafted into the Army
in 1944 where he was assigned to
a medical unit. He served in the
Philippines and in Japan, leaving
the army in 1946 and returning to
Indiana and to school, receiving
his A.B. degree in English in 1948.
After living in Chicago (1952-56)
and a brief return to Indianapolis,
he came to New York in 1958 to take
courses at Columbia University in
the Spring and Fall. He remained
in New York City until his death in
2012.
The Hallam Papers consist of
journals (1935-2012), writings,
and photographs. More than twelve
feet of journals chronicle Hallam’s
life from his early years in
Indianapolis, his army days during
WWII, and his life in New York City
as a gay man. The early journals
carefully avoid any specific
reference to homosexuality for fear
of discovery. A separate set of
journals from 1969 to 1970 (folders
178-185) are labeled “Gemini” and
appear to be a chronicle of his
gay activity in New York City. The
mostly unpublished writings (folders
194-290) include short stories as
well as plays. There are also a few
folders of miscellaneous notes and
unspecified drafts of writings. Some
of his writings are under the pen
name of Frank Holland.
Hallam’s photographs, 35mm slides
and 4 x 6 prints, begin in 1957 and
continue to 2005. Mostly from New
York City, they include images of
the annual Gay Pride March, Folsom
Street East, Riis Park, and many
images of the street life of New
York City. There are also images of
his travels through Europe.

From the Archives of the LGBT Center
website.

This small book is a study of
place–the Westside Piers of
Manhattan–and was produced in
conjunction with an exhibition
at the Gowanus Studio Space in
Brooklyn. The opportunity to study
and work in these places depends
on the historic and contemporary
displacements of indigenous
populations by colonial nationstates. For this reason, we
acknowledge that these are the
occupied lands of the Lenape.

THE COMING OUT OF CHRISTOPHER’S END
was conceived by Virgil B/G Taylor
at the invitation of Zach Fischman, in response to Frank Hallam’s
vast archive held at The Lesbian,
Gay, Bisexual & Transgender Community Center in Manhattan, under the
care of Caitlin McCarthy. The research culminated in an exhibition
under the auspices of SAMUEL at the
Gowanus Studio Space in Brooklyn.
All photographs and the short story
“Christopher’s End” are copyright
of the Estate of Frank T. Hallam,
Jr. and have been reproduced here
for noncommercial purposes. All
other writing is the copyright of
its respective author.
“Christopher’s End” was copy-edited
by Kate Gill.
Designed by Virgil B/G Taylor.
Much thanks is offered to (in no
particular order): Zach Fischman,
Amir Guberstein, Steven Vainberg.
Sam Richardson, Chris Berntsen,
Pamela Sneed, Timothy DuWhite,
Mabel Capability Taylor, Sophia
Hussain, Elijah Stevens, Kate Gill,
Angelica Sgouros, Gabe Gordon,
Brittni Zotos, Laura Thorne,
Caitlin McCarthy, Sur Rodney
(Sur), Rami Karim, Nelson Yang,
Kate Gibbel, Justin Allen, Marco
DaSilva, Theodore (ted) Kerr, El
Roy Red, Ashkan Sepahvand, Nicole
Wallace, Jonathan Weinberg, Poets &
Writers, The Gowanus Studio Space,
What Would An HIV Doula Do? and the
LGBT Center.
This short book is set in BASE MONO
for David Schorr (1947-2018).
SAMUEL
http://www.samuelxbt.com/
The Gowanus Studio Space
http://gowanusstudio.org/
166 7th Street
Brooklyn, NY 11215
Zach Fischman
https://www.zachfischman.com/
Virgil B/G Taylor
http://fag.tips/
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